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Abstract
Studies of informational media use have focused on individual platforms or pitted platforms against each other when investigating their connections to civic engagement. This study offers evidence, collected in a 2016 survey of US adults, of how civically engaged individuals consume various types of news content across multiple platforms. Results suggest that the best condition is the most varied one, wherein consumers get news on all six platforms studied. A breakdown of content categories finds that television viewers and those who pay attention to breaking news and crime are less civically engaged.
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A number of factors are known to affect one’s propensity toward civic engagement, including age, socioeconomic status, education, civic training, sense of community, and so on. But none of these elements have changed the way the information environment has changed in the 21st century. As Patterson (2013) puts it, we live in an information-poor environment, and changes in communication are largely to blame. While there are certainly other institutions responsible for encouraging democratic public deliberation – schools and families, for instance – Patterson argues that journalists are
the ‘chief sense-makers’ in Western democracies, and it is ‘nearly impossible to have sensible public deliberation when large numbers of people are out of touch with reality’ (p. 5). The information supply from news media is crucial to civic engagement (Neuman et al., 2011; Zukin et al., 2006).

At one time, it was common to study platform and content in binary terms. Scholars analyzed types of information supplied by the two most widely used news platforms: print and broadcast (Verba et al., 1995), and these were perceived to have different strengths. When these news media began infusing their offerings with entertainment in an effort to hang on to audiences dispersed by cable and the Internet, studies began looking at how this new ‘soft news’ compared to ‘hard news’ (Neuman et al., 1992; Prior, 2003; Reinemann et al., 2011). The consensus was that not all forms of content were equally productive. But in today’s fractured media landscape, ‘news media’ describes a multitude of outlets, large and small, professional and run by citizens, producing a wide array of content distributed on a range of physical and digital platforms that, like the legacy platforms, are also infused with entertainment and other forms of media and communication. Now that news is decoupled from its delivery format (e.g. the ‘newspaper’ also publishes on computers, smartphones, watches, and so on), does the platform through which one receives information matter as it once did in contributing to civic engagement? Are there meaningful distinctions in news content beyond hard and soft, and how might kinds of content contribute to civic engagement?

This study takes up these intertwined questions of content and platform with a survey of US adults, asking them about their news consumption habits on various platforms and of a range of news subjects. The goal is to move beyond dichotomized distinctions in platform (new media vs traditional, textual vs visual) and content (hard vs soft) to inform an understanding of the role multimedia, multiplatform news consumption plays in democratic society.

**News and civic engagement**

Civic engagement is perhaps the broadest possible term for the set of activities that are ‘designed to identify and address issues of public concern’ (Delli Carpini Michael, n.d.). This includes all forms of participation (which can now be separated into civic and political segments), as well as more basic activities like information gathering and even some attitudes or states of mind (one may be considered engaged if one simply cares about public affairs). However, it is common practice for these elements of engagement to be placed in sequence relative to each other, with some occurring as antecedents of others. At the end of this sequence is generally forms of civic and political participation, and that is where this study focuses. Thus, the term ‘civic engagement’ is used herein to refer to civic and political participation collectively, treating media use as a separate concept and an antecedent of civic engagement.

Informational media use has long been associated with civic engagement (Lane, 1959; Verba et al., 1995; Verba and Nie, 1972) on the assumption that information is a resource on which people draw when participating in civic affairs. The more of this resource a person has, the more likely they see themselves as a capable participant and the more prepared they are to act. Researchers have often studied the relationship
between news consumption on a particular platform and civic engagement. This started with measurements of how often people read newspapers (Lane, 1959). Television, in particular, has been singled out as an enemy of civic engagement. It has been blamed for causing declines in American social life because of the way it privatizes leisure time (Putnam, 2000) and offers so many choices (many focused solely on entertainment) that people can ignore or avoid civic information (Prior, 2003, 2005). The wide range of channels available leads people to switch among them, minimizing the chances of consuming informational content even accidentally (Hardy and Jamieson, 2011; Morris and Forgette, 2007). Subsequent research has suggested that people are not always so selective in their media choices, and that media effects depend on the type of media consumed (Norris, 1996; Shah, 1998). Indeed, a person’s attitudes (and not the television itself) may be responsible for declines in civic engagement (Uslaner, 1998).

Overall, studies comparing platforms for news have found that newspapers are better than television and Internet at conveying information and salience, largely because of the depth and detail inherent in their textual presentations (Althaus and Tewksbury, 2002; Eveland and Dunwoody, 2002; McCombs, 2004; Neuman et al., 1992; Santana et al., 2013; Tewksbury and Althaus, 2000; Tien-Tsung et al., 2008; Yang and Grabe, 2011). This transfer of information and salience equips a person to participate in civic life. Positive connections between digital media use and civic engagement have been found by numerous studies (Beaudoin, 2009; Fleming and Thorson, 2008; Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2012; Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2014; Price et al., 2006; Sayre et al., 2010; Scheufele and Shah, 2000). After reviewing the literature, Neuman, Bimber, and Hindman conclude that, overall, there is a ‘modest association’ between use of the Internet and civic engagement (Neuman et al., 2011). Studies of mobile phone use have suggested a similar connection (Campbell and Kwak, 2010, 2011; Kwak et al., 2011).

Usually implicit in these studies of platforms are variations in the content of news messages themselves. Public affairs news consistently outperforms other forms of information in encouraging participation in public life. Studies have suggested that consumption of other forms of media content may also make positive contributions to civic life (Tewksbury et al., 2001; Entman, 2005; Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2014; Prior, 2003), usually on the basis that some information about one’s community is better than none. But overall, research in this vein has focused largely on broad content distinctions (hard vs soft news), or the effects of a single platform on civic engagement (as in the cases of computers and mobile devices) or in comparing platforms (newspaper vs television) or categories of platforms (digital media vs traditional media). Rather than categorizing media in this fashion, it may be more helpful to identify some dimensions along which these platforms differ in systematic ways.

Platforms for news

The term ‘platform’ in this study refers to the physical technology used to convey media messages: paper, television, computer, smartphone, and tablet. Some media services or infrastructures also have been called platforms, including cable, the Internet, and some individual social media (e.g. Twitter as a microblogging platform). In some cases, these are restricted to a single physical technology (cable to the television) but not in others
(internet and social media are present on multiple devices). In order to talk about platforms in a way that is mutually exclusive, ‘platform’ is interpreted to mean the physical technology. ‘Content’ refers to the messages relayed via the platform.

Different platforms enable different patterns of news presentation and consumption because of the affordances of the platform, that ‘mix of attributes’ (Eveland, 2003) that defines what media are capable of and describes what they most often do. Building on the work of Eveland and others, below are the attributes of media platforms that seem most likely to distinguish their contributions to civic engagement. These attributes are not measured in this study, but are presented to help conceptually distinguish the relative strengths and weaknesses of media platforms and content in presenting the information vital to civic engagement. Thus, if one platform makes greater contributions to civic engagement, we may deduce that this is because of how it differs from other platforms in terms of information density, immediacy, normalization, and interactivity.

**Information density**

If information is the resource needed to participate in public life, it makes sense that platforms that present more of it, or present it more efficiently, should make a greater contribution. This is evident in studies finding textual media, with their ability to convey relatively complicated information, to be better at promoting civic engagement. It may be more useful to think of the relative density of information on a platform, which considers both the amount available and the space (either temporal or physical) it is presented in (see Eveland’s (2003) conception of ‘organization’). How much information is available through a single hub or portal (e.g. a home page or an app)? How much time is necessary to view all available content (i.e. a 30-minute evening newscast vs 30-minute reading news online)? Are news stories generally longer or shorter? Do the stories provide more or less depth? Newspapers and news websites might be considered more information dense than television news and mobile news.

**Immediacy**

This dimension considers consumers’ ability to access news in real time, potentially giving them an informational advantage. This is a combination of the speed with which information is conveyed and the degree of separation between occurrence and consumption. Television news often goes ‘live’, but this experience is more orchestrated than the livestreams now available through Facebook Live and Periscope on mobile phones. A mobile news app is more immediate than a computer-based website (once considered the pinnacle of up-to-the-minute news coverage), given that it can be always with you (Dholakia et al., 2014; Dimmick et al., 2010; Ruston, 2012). Newspapers, obviously, would have the lowest immediacy and highest degree of editorial filtration.

**Normalization**

Calling a platform ‘traditional’ often refers to the degree of journalistic normalization on that platform. That is, to what extent have journalists adapted to a platform, building up
systems and routines around it, such that it may be considered a ‘normal’ part of journalism and no longer subject to experimentation (Singer, 2005). Journalists working in more normalized spaces may expend less effort on adaptation and more on the coverage itself; also, more normalized organizations may have greater resources to spare in coverage of often unpopular public affairs news. Normalization occurs over time, and so older media platforms are generally more normalized than newer ones. The result of this is that platforms at different levels of normalization tend to have different ‘prototypical message content’ (Entman, 2005). That is, we can expect that a prototypical message from a more normalized platform (The Washington Post or newspapers, in general) is more likely to be relevant to public life than the prototypical message from a less normalized platform (Snapchat Discover or mobile apps, in general).

**Interactivity**

This refers to the extent to which the user’s input is considered as part of the consumption experience (Eveland, 2003). This could include customization and personalization of news feeds in advance of consumption (whether via human input or algorithmically), story selection, and non-linear exploration (hyperlinks) during consumption, and expression and sharing after consumption. The full range of these capabilities is available only on digital news platforms, although the affordances of mobile phones and their integration with social networks and messaging give them an interactivity edge over computers. Television, on the other hand, is considered a much more passive experience (Rubin and Perse, 1987; Webster and Wakshlag, 1983). Interactivity is important to civic engagement because it influences elaboration, social capital, and network strength, all of which positively affect participation (Eveland, 2004; Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2012).

**Media repertoires and multiplatform news consumption**

When the Internet became popular, much research began comparing its users to those who used more traditional media. Now, however, the term ‘internet user’ holds little significance, especially in developed countries where internet penetration is around 90 percent (Internet Live Stats, 2016). It is not much different in the case of the smartphone, a device owned by more than 80 percent of US adults under age 50 (Anderson, 2015). Evidence suggests that smartphone use is increasing overall time spent with digital media, rather than simply displacing computers (ComScore, 2016). Now, news consumers may be ‘omnivores’, consuming media on all available platforms (Edgerly, 2015).

In an effort to account for the wide (and growing) range of technological platforms people use to consume media, scholars have suggested that people develop ‘repertoires’ of various media that suit their individual tastes, circumstances, and needs (Reagan, 1996; Yuan, 2011). The media repertoires approach is a significant advance in efforts to jointly analyze the effects of platform and content, but has been limited in its implementation.

A major challenge in this line of research is finding any commonality among the repertoires identified by the various studies. Without agreement on how to identify repertoires, the heuristic value of any individual repertoire is minimal. Media repertoires are highly idiosyncratic and diverse, making groupings around loosely assembled constellations of
media-use patterns subject to inconsistency and misinterpretation. What is more, many of these media ‘repertoires’ identified using factor analysis end up centering on a single platform. Yuan (2011) and Taneja et al. (2012) both find a group centered on mobile phones and another around internet use to the exclusion of other platforms; Wolf and Schnauber (2015) find groupings centered on traditional media platforms; Edgerly (2015) identifies an ‘online only’ repertoire. Repertoire in these cases cannot refer to variety in platforms or the mix of platforms used but simply to platform preference. This does not reflect the multiplatform, ‘convergence culture’ (Jenkins, 2006) that defines the modern media age.

A second difficulty with this line of research is that identification and naming of media repertoires often conflate platform, content, and consumption patterns. Consider, for instance, the repertoires identified as ‘computing for work’ (Taneja et al., 2012), ‘traditional seekers’ (Lee and Yang, 2014), and ‘TV-Oriented Entertainment’ and ‘News on Traditional Media’ (Kim, 2016). Another study does not offer names but describes clusters of users like this to cite one example: ‘mainly relies on the television set and their mobile device, complemented by an average use of the computer for information purposes’ (Wolf and Schnauber, 2015). Elements of platform and content inform the identification of these groups, but lumping them together obscures details of the roles each plays in media consumption and civic life. These interrelated factors – platform and content – might each make a contribution to civic engagement, and so this study considers them separately before examining how they work together.

**Research questions**

Previous research has shown there to be differences in how news platforms and content contribute to civic engagement. It is possible that new platforms and the new differentiations in content they enable, as well as various combinations of platforms, are having profound effects on civic engagement. It is just as likely that, because of the range of social and personal influences that determine a person’s propensity for civic engagement, the platform on which one gets their news has no measurable effect on engagement in civic life:

*RQ1*. How do news platforms differ in their contributions to civic engagement?

It will also be important to determine how various forms of news content stack up to political news, long viewed as the primary contributor to civic engagement. This study focuses on news content, but even this has now expanded to include various topics and forms. While political news has consistently shown connections to civic engagement, studies of other forms of news content have been mixed:

*RQ2*. How do types of news content differ in their contributions to civic engagement?

To further our understanding of these platforms and content, it is also important to build on the study of media repertoires to explore their combined influence. That is, does either platform or content make a more significant contribution than the other? Are their
effects dependent on one another? Are there certain combinations of platform and content that are particularly beneficial or detrimental? And how can we understand news’ contribution to civic engagement in a complicated, multiplatform media environment?

RQ3. How do platform and content work together to contribute to civic engagement?

Methods

Data for this study come from an online national survey of US adults.1 Respondents for the survey were provided by Survey Sampling International (SSI) and were part of a managed panel that closely matches the demographics of all US adults. The panel was matched to data collected by the US Census Bureau on gender and race or ethnicity. Although this is a non-probability sample, when samples are matched on key demographics, the managed panel sample will converge with a true random sample under most circumstances as sample size increases (Rivers, 2005). Furthermore, this study seeks connections among theoretical constructs rather than true population estimates.

SSI gives all its panelists the opportunity to participate in surveys and does not send out unique invitations, making response rate calculations impossible. It was possible to record that 1706 respondents started the survey, 189 respondents dropped out at some point in the survey (for a refusal rate of 11%), and 17 others were screened out because they did not meet the survey requirements (US resident age 18 or older). This left 1500 valid responses collected in April 2016. Respondents completed an online questionnaire asking about their news consumption habits, civic engagement, and demographic information.

Demographics

The sample was 61 percent White, 18 percent Hispanic or Latino, and 13 percent Black (nearly matching US Census results of 62%, 16%, and 13%, respectively). This variable was dichotomized as 0 = minority and 1 = White for the purposes of regression analysis. The sample was 51 percent female and 49 percent male. Respondent ages ranged from 18 to 87 (M=41, standard deviation (SD)=15.2). Just less than half of the respondents (47%) had a college degree or better. About half of the respondents (48%) reported making less than US$50,000 a year. These demographic variables (age, race, gender, income, and education) are included as controls because of their effect on both news consumption and civic engagement.

Control variables

Paying for news. This variable is used as a control because of the likelihood that it represents a strong propensity for news consumption. This study is focused not on user interest or desire but on user choice of platforms. It also removes additional effects of socioeconomic status in addition to controlling for income directly. Respondents were asked which of the following subscriptions they pay for: music; video, including TV
and movies; sports; and news. Only 20 percent of respondents said that they paid for a subscription to news.

**Overall news consumption.** This control variable accounts for the fact that some people simply get more news than others, a practice that should be related to civic engagement. This study is not concerned with the amount of news a person consumes but rather where they consume it and what types of news they consume. Respondents were asked how many days in an average week they get news (0–7, M = 5.5, SD = 2.1). All but 75 respondents said they get news at least 1 day per week, on average; the most common response was 7 days a week (N = 821, 55%).

**News consumption variables**

**Platforms.** Respondents were asked about how many days per week, on average, they get news on the following platforms: smartphone, printed newspaper, TV, laptop or desktop computer, radio, and tablet. These variables ranged from 0 (meaning they never get news on this platform) to 7 (every day of the week). Descriptive statistics are as follows: printed newspaper (M = 2.25, SD = 2.48), radio (M = 2.68, SD = 2.51), TV (M = 4.38, SD = 2.47), computer (M = 3.58, SD = 2.61), smartphone (M = 4.01, SD = 2.72), and tablet (M = 1.84, SD = 2.37). Respondents were also asked, ‘When you do get news, from what platform do you usually access it?’ The list of possible responses to this question included the six platforms already mentioned, plus print magazine, e-reader, and separate options for laptop and desktop computers.

**Content.** Respondents were asked how often they pay attention to a range of news categories on a scale of 1–4, representing never, occasionally, sometimes, and often. These responses were subjected to a factor analysis in order to determine patterns of news interest because there is substantial overlap between categories. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 1. Three factors emerged, which are dubbed political news, topics news, and breaking news. The items in these factors were used to create three index variables (by summing responses and then dividing by the number of items in the index) that measure the attention a respondent pays to these kinds of news: political news attention (M = 3.04, SD = .78, α = .84), topics news attention (M = 2.60, SD = .64, α = .78), and breaking news attention (M = 3.30, SD = .68, α = .80)

**Civic engagement**

Political participation and civic participation have been studied as separate concepts (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2010; Rojas and Puig-i-Abril, 2009; Zhong, 2014), but both make contributions to public life and so are included under civic engagement as a single concept. A growing number of behaviors may now be considered civic in nature, including boycotts, online expression, mobilization, and more (Dalton, 2008; Zuckin et al., 2006). Thus, civic engagement was measured with eight items that cover a range of civic activities occurring online and offline. They include items usually designated as political participation (voting, contacting an elected official, and donating money to a campaign) and items
usually designated as civic participation (attending a community meeting, signing or sharing a petition, donating money or volunteering for charity, and boycotting a product). Respondents were asked whether they had done any of these activities in the past year, whether they voted in the 2012 presidential election, and whether they intend to vote in 2016. Responses were summed to create an index of civic engagement ranging from 0 to 8 (M = 3.46, SD = 2.11, α = .72).

**Results**

**Platforms**

The first research question asked how news platforms differ in their contributions to civic engagement? Respondents reported getting news from a wide range of platforms (see Table 2). Digital media, including smartphones and computers, and television top the list of the platforms most often used for news among these respondents.

To determine the unique contributions of individual platforms to civic engagement, the variables measuring use of the six platforms studied were entered into a regression model predicting civic engagement. The model included demographic variables (age, gender, race, income, and education) in the first block, control variables (paying for news and seeking news) in the second block, and the variables representing the use of each platform for news in the third block (see Table 3). Results show that use of all platforms
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significantly predicted civic engagement. The strongest of these was print ($\beta = .115$, $p < .001$), followed closely by the smartphone ($\beta = .114$, $p < .001$) and computer ($\beta = .109$, $p < .001$). Television news use was also significantly related to civic engagement, but the coefficient was negative ($\beta = -.085$, $p < .01$). Together these variables representing news consumption on six platforms accounted for 5.9 percent of variance in civic engagement (Total $R^2 = 26.9\%$).

To further examine what might be happening with television, the variable indicating the platform from which a respondent usually gets news was used to create dummy variables, with television as the reference category. These were entered into a regression model with the same demographic and control variables as before. Thus, coefficients compare levels of civic engagement between those who prefer a given platform and those who prefer television. All platforms, except tablet ($\beta = .036$, $p = .164$), had positive and significant coefficients, the highest of which was smartphone ($\beta = .131$, $p < .001$). Respondents who prefer to get news from platforms other than television show higher levels of civic engagement than those who prefer to get news from television.

### Content

The second research question asks how types of news content compare in their contributions to civic engagement. Again, this question focuses on the unique influence of each content type on civic engagement. To answer this research question, the indices measuring political news attention, topics news attention, and breaking news attention were entered into a regression model predicting civic engagement, after including the same demographic and control variables (see Table 3). Results show that political news

---

**Table 2. Platforms used for news consumption.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platforms</th>
<th>On which platform do you ‘usually’ get news?</th>
<th>Get news on this platform at least once a week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet computer</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed newspaper</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t usually get news</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print magazine</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-reader</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the questions asking how many days per week respondents get news on each of six platforms, laptop and desktop computers were combined as ‘on a computer’. The other items were not listed.*
attention is a strong positive predictor of civic engagement ($\beta = .316$, $p < .001$). Attention to topics news, including technology, sports, the environment, business, and so on, is also weakly related to civic engagement ($\beta = .067$, $p < .05$). Attention to breaking news, including weather, crime, disasters, and local news, had a significant negative effect on civic engagement ($\beta = -.114$, $p < .001$). Together, these three types of content explained 6.4 percent of variance in civic engagement (Total $R^2 = 29.4\%$).

### Mixing platforms and content

The final research question asks how various kinds of platform and content work together to contribute to civic engagement. There are 64 possible unique combinations...
of the six platforms studied (including the possibility of using none of them), and 60 of those combinations were found among respondents. The distribution of these combinations follows a power law, with one very popular combination, a few others employed by moderate percentages, and the rest used by only small numbers of respondents (the last 32 combinations of platforms are used by fewer than 10 respondents each). The most common media repertoire, by far, was to use all six platforms for news at least 1 day a week (29% of respondents). The next four most popular repertoires (accounting for another 23% of respondents) all include TV, computer, and smartphone (see Table 4). An analysis of variance (ANOVA; see Table 5) controlling for the same demographic and intent variables as before showed that those who use all six platforms for news had significantly higher levels of civic engagement (M = 4.50, SD = 2.22) than those who used any other combination of platforms (M = 3.48, SD = 2.09; F(1, 1232) = 42.392, p < .001). To test this another way, the number of platforms a person uses to get news was entered into a regression model predicting civic engagement along with the same demographic and news intent variables as controls. Results show that the more platforms a person uses for news, the higher their levels of civic engagement (β = .217, p < .001, ΔR² = 3.5%***).

The question of how platform and content work together is more difficult to answer. Interaction terms for several combinations of platform and content (including print × political news, TV × political news, TV × breaking news, smartphone × political news, smartphone × breaking news, radio × breaking news, among others) were computed and tested, but none were found to be significant. Partial correlations between platforms and content present a mixed picture (see Table 6). The strongest correlation in the table is between television and breaking news (r = .265, p < .001), the two factors that had negative effects on civic engagement. Other platforms are also correlated with breaking news but much less strongly (all less than .083 for radio). But television is also correlated with the other two types of news attention. Topics news attention correlated with use of all platforms, and political news attention correlated most strongly with computer (r = .220, p < .001), television (r = .168, p < .001), and smartphone (r = .097, p < .05).

Finally, additional regression analyses reveal that some of the same people are watching TV and paying attention to breaking news – the older and less educated. Age (β = .226, p < .001) and education (β = -.081, p < .01) significantly predicted the use of television for news; age (β = .125, p < .001) and education (β = -.123, p < .001) also significantly predicted attention to breaking news.
This study sought to move beyond dichotomous treatments of media consumption patterns (digital vs legacy, hard vs soft) and test the unique contributions of news media platforms to civic engagement in a multimedia, multiplatform environment. Indeed, respondents in this study get news on multiple platforms in the course of a week, with more than a quarter of them using all six platforms studied. Respondents combined these platforms into 60 different media repertoires, but, overall, frequently relied on digital media, including smartphones and computers. This confirms that the news media landscape is more varied than ever. It no longer makes sense to focus on individual platforms in studies of news consumption, and it may not make sense to focus on a user’s preferred news platform. Even if many people list smartphone as their preferred news platform, they are clearly getting substantial amounts of news from other platforms as well.

The good news is that more is better in the case of civic engagement. The more platforms a person used to get news, the higher their levels of civic engagement. Many newsmakers have worried that audience attention is now spread too thin as people jump from platform to platform, story to story, and some research supports this worry (Dunaway et al., 2016; Molyneux, 2018). The suggestion is that this helter-skelter
consumption pattern is one of distractions rather than attentiveness. But the evidence here suggests that the most varied condition (getting news on all six platforms studied) is the most beneficial for civic engagement. This may be because platforms have complementary strengths and weaknesses – a lack of interactivity on television supplemented by smartphone use, a lack of information density on the smartphone supplemented by computer or newspaper use, and so on. These data cannot confirm directionality, so it may also be that the most engaged people seek out news on multiple platforms, while those who are less engaged avoid news on most platforms. Still, it appears that practitioners may benefit from encouraging audiences to consume news across many platforms rather than worrying that one platform will cannibalize another’s audience. Educators and others interested in engaging the public would be wise to approach them in multiple media and through varying types of content, enabling not only a wider reach but also message repetition as consumers encounter their content on multiple platforms.

The upshot in terms of civic engagement is that not all of these platforms are equally helpful. The case of television is particularly troubling. It is not merely that getting news on TV makes no contribution to civic engagement – getting news on TV is actually associated with lower levels of civic engagement. This is true even when accounting for demographic variables, the overall amount of news a person gets, and the types of content a person consumes. A number of factors may be contributing to this. First, television is generally considered a passive medium with the lowest level of interactivity among the platforms studied. This is closely related to a second point, which is that television users are likely to be distracted – second screening, perhaps (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2015), or doing household chores while the TV is on. Third, the television has low information density compared to other formats, and the user has no control over which news stories to consume during an evening newscast (other than changing the channel). Finally, while television news had a relatively high level of immediacy, it is possible that it has normalized with a preference for certain types of content – the breaking news that also showed a negative association with engagement.

In this case, platform and content overlap in a way that offers the worst of both worlds. Local news, crime, breaking news, and weather is a near-perfect description the evening local newscast, a mixture of platform and content that is still the single most-used source of news among the American public (Mitchell et al., 2016). Many have decried local news’ focus on crime, disasters, and weather and lack of substantial reporting resources (for several examples, see McChesney and Pickard, 2011). The arguments are that little of the content in local newscasts focuses on matters of civic import, and stations are not in much of a position to fix it, given how newsrooms are shrinking. Television’s strength has often been seen as immediacy, but this breaking news also loaded in the same factor as crime and weather and had negative effects on civic engagement. A possible explanation is that the rush to be first (in any medium) can have detrimental effects on journalism quality (Lewis and Cushion, 2009).

This study did not distinguish between the various sources available on each platform. Clearly, not all information sources available via computer are equally helpful; measures of content type account for some but not all of this variance. The purpose of this study was to focus on the unique contributions of platform and content, but future studies may further subdivide, for instance, separating cable and broadcast news. That distinction
may be key if highly partisan programming (like the sort found on the two most popular cable news channels) has different effects from more normalized reporting (like broadcast channels still offer).

This study suggests that journalism practitioners, especially those working in local television news, should not assume that their content is democratically valuable. While the platform itself may have weaknesses in terms of interactivity and information density, perhaps, these may be overcome through a focus on types of content that contribute more to public life. Perhaps, local television news was never meant to be a civic information resource, and instead, serves some other informational purpose. It is also possible that television attracts those who are already disengaged from public life. If that is the case, it may be that vicious and virtuous engagement cycles are at work, with the least engaged of us also least likely to encounter information about public affairs. It may not be entirely within the power of broadcasters to break this cycle, but they can at least evaluate whether the content they produce meets their democratic and economic goals.

The results presented here come from a cross-sectional survey of US adults. As such, causality cannot be inferred, and the results may not be applicable globally. The US media and political situation are unique, and these findings may not be indicative of other media systems. These data provide a portrait of associations in media consumption and civic engagement at a time when media offerings are increasingly diverse and during an election year when civic and political activity is typically heightened. This study is also limited by its focus on platforms and news content, largely ignoring larger, more complicated pathways to civic engagement. Efforts were made to control for other key variables that affect media consumption and civic engagement, but this study does not account for all possible influences. Still, the findings suggest that there are differences in how each platform and content type contribute to civic engagement, which was the purpose of this study.

Those seeking to encourage civic engagement among news consumers should consider the multiphase nature of news consumption and seek to meet news audiences across all distribution formats. Advertisers and others have already picked up on these patterns of consumption and are re-targeting content to consumers across devices (Lambrecht and Tucker, 2013; Pariser, 2011). Thinking of audiences in silos based on the platform (such as the mobile audience) is a short-sighted approach to engaging them. Many consumers are developing habits that lead them to consume news on multiple platforms, and in the case of civic engagement, the most varied condition is the best one.
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**Notes**

1. The survey was developed and fielded as part of a research partnership between the author and Dr. Paula Poindexter of the University of Texas at Austin, who purchased the respondent pool from Survey Sampling International.
2. This variable did not display problematic collinearity with the platform-specific news consumption variables. All variance inflation factors (VIF) were less than 1.7.
3. It should be noted that business news loaded strongly on both the political news and topics news factors, but had a higher coefficient with topics news and fit that category conceptually.
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